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Abstract:
Danielle Lupton’s dissertation, entitled Leaders, Perceptions, and Reputations for Resolve, investigates whether individual leaders develop reputations for resolute behavior based on their actions while in office. Lupton theorizes that leaders will look to each other’s past actions when making assessments of resolve and that early interactions with other leaders while in office will be most influential to reputation development. Using a multi-methods approach consisting of experiments, a large-N observational study, and historical case studies, Lupton finds both a leader’s actions and statements contribute to leader-specific reputations for resolve. Furthermore, these reputations are path-dependent as actions early during a leader’s tenure are most influential to reputation development. These findings illuminate how leaders communicate their intentions as well as which types of signals most effectively convey these intentions. Lupton’s work demonstrates the behavior of leaders is critical to the conduct of international events.